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Nova Vul 1670 = CK Vul

Discovered on 20 June 1670 by Dom Anthelme in Dijon
                 a month later by 
                 Jan Heweliusz (Johannes Hevelius) in Gdańsk

Observed in 1670-72 mostly by Jan Heweliusz and 
                                   Giovanni Cassini in Paris



  



  Light curve of Nova Vul 1670
(data from Hevelius, Cassini, et al.)



  

Nova Vul 1670 (CK Vul) - a classical nova?

Shara et al. (1985) discovered an U-shaped nebulosity seen in the 
Hα+[NII] lines and a possible (M

R
 = +10.4) central star.

Shara et al. (1986) invented a nova hibernation scenario.

Evans et al. (2002) found a far-IR excess, which was inconsistent 
with an old nova but perhaps indicating a final thermal pulse.

Hajduk et al. (2007) found a compact radio source and a bipolar 
nebula with a low-ionization spectrum indicating a shock ionization.

Kato (2003) and Tylenda et al. (2013) suggested a red-nova 
(stellar merger) nature on the basis of the light curve.



  

 

CK Vul: 
a submillimetre source rich in molecules



  

In April 2014 “we directed APEX towards CK Vul using a 
gap between two other projects. After only a few minutes, 
I was sure we discovered a new submillimtere-wave 
source that is very special” said in retrospect Tomek 
Kamiński, the leading author of the new study. 
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  CK Vul as seen with APEX



  CK Vul as seen with 100-m Effelsberg



  



  
Maps of the CO(3-2) emission from SMA/APEX



  



  



  

List of the detected molecules:

CO, 13CO, C18O, 
CN, 13CN, C15N, 

HCN, H13CN, HC15N, HN13C, 
H

2
CO, HCO+, H13CO+, 

CS, SiO, 
NH

3
 



  SED of CK Vul



  

Physical conditions observed in CK Vul

Dust temperature: 15-50 K.

Dust luminosity: ~0.9 L
ʘ 

(this excludes a post-AGB hypothesis)

Molecular rotation temperature: 8-22 K

CO column density: 4 1017 cm-2

With the observed dimensions and assuming the standard 
abundances the latter results in a mass of the molecular region of 
~0.1 M

ʘ
 (this excludes a classical nova hypothesis)



  

Isotope ratios 

               CK Vul    sun    nova      CNO-cycles

12C/13C      2-6      90    0.5-3        4-5
14N/15N     ~26    270   0.3-50      ~104

16O/17O   >225  2680   0.3-10     5-500
16O/18O    ~23     500 100-5000   >104



  

Hevelius Nova (Nova Vul 1670) as a red nova:

* light curve (three years lasting eruption with three maxima)

* strong molecular emission from CK Vul (no molecular 
emission was detected for 27 post-novae)

* mass of the dusty molecular region of CK Vul (~0.1 M
ʘ
)

* low luminosity remnant (~0.9 L
ʘ
 from dust in CK Vul)

* element abundances in the nebular region and isotope 
ratios in the molecular region of CK Vul



  

Thank you for your attention!
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